
Automator v1.0 
	 


1. Description 
	 Automator - module for automated management of machine surfing on websites with the 
ability to simulate human actions. The module is available in the quick menu. Brief description of 
the module functionality:


	 1. The selector for setting the start time of automation, in this version the browser should 
not be closed to run on this timer.	 

	 2. Control URL. After each successful (or unsuccessful) request,

the module sends a POST request with the following data.


html - content got by tab or empty if nothing booted for some reason

url - website loaded by tab

sess - session name of current tab



Here is an example of php code:




<?


	 $resp = array(

	 	 array("method"=>"scrollTo", "params"=>array(0,100)),

	 	 array("method"=>"mouseTo", "params"=>array(500,200)),

	 	 array("method"=>"mouseTo", "params"=>array(100,100)),

	 	 array("method"=>"waitFor", "params"=>array(6)), 

	 	 array("method"=>"clickToElement", "params"=>array("#my-link")),

	 );


	 if (isset($_POST["html"])){

	 	 $filename = md5($_POST["sess"] . $_POST["url"]);


	 	 $h = $_POST["html"];

	 	 $s = $_POST["sess"];

	 	 $u = $_POST["url"];


	 	 file_put_contents($filename, $h."\n".$s."\n".$u);

	 	 echo json_encode($resp);

	 }


?>


The response is generated in the JSON format with the specified API methods, each command 
must contain the method name and parameters. About this just below.


3. When you click this button, you can get a brief overview of the API methods

4. The table of automator commands, includes the name of the session and the starting URL. 
When you enter the name of the session, the hint is working, that is, by typing the name of the 
session, matches will be substituted in the list for existing sessions. Another way to add sessions 
to the vending machine is to use Session manager, check the necessary sessions and then "Send 
to automator" button.

5. The browser close check box after all the tasks have been completed

6. Status bar, here will be displayed various information in Runtime.

7. Clearing - the data of the automator is automatically saved after activation, and when the 
browser is opened, the last values will be added. Can be used if you need to clear all

8. Add new task

9. Activate, after pressing it is possible to deactivate, even during operation.


2. API 
scrollTo 
[x,y] - Scrolling to coordinates


scrollToElement 
[elem] - Scrolling to an element - note that the specified selector

must be unique, that is, the path to the element using class, id, etc.


mouseTo 
[x,y] - simulation of mouse movement to given coordinates


mouseToElement 
[elem] - Move the mouse to the element, the rules are the same as when scrolling


clickTo 
[x,y[ - click in the area with given coordinates




clickToElement 
[elem] - This method uses a combination of a scroll to an element, a movement

mouse to it and click on it.


waitFor 
t - time in seconds. Waiting on the page in inactivity


exitWith 
[code=0] - Finish work with the code. If the code is positive (in the future we plan to describe the 
situation, for analysis) then success, if not then failure. Negative codes can be obtained in the 
case of various DOM processing errors, for example, the selector specified in the command and 
so on is not found.


JSON example:


[

  {

    "method": "scrollToElement",

    "params": [

      "div.myElements"

    ]

  },

  {

    "method": "mouseToElement",

    "params": [

      "div.myElements < a:first-child"

    ]

  },

  {

    "method": "clickTo",

    "params": []

  }

]




The same thing in abbreviated form:


[

  {

    "method": "clickToElement",

    "params": [

      "div.myElements < a:first-child"

    ]

  }

]


	 All simulated movements do not use the standard interface - this is the main difference 
between the work of automator and the existing web-emulator. All events use the root controls of 
Chrome and are marked as trusted, that is, it looks like it's synthesized from a real device.


	 Note that after the expected transition, the following methods are not

are meaningful, since after loading the page, automator will revert

for a portion of teams.


	 You can download the latest version of Linken Sphere from http://ls.tenebris.cc


	 In case you have questions or wishes - we are always glad to hear you on our current 
contacts:


Jabber: dev.tenebris@jabber.calyxinstitute.org

Telegram: @devtnbrs, @devtenebriseng (Telegram-channel), @spherechateng (Telegram-group)

E-mail: sphere@tenebris.cc

http://ls.tenebris.cc

